
INSTRUCTIONS
For 2 to 4 players ages 3 and upwards

Contents:

Objective:
The aim of the game is to be the first player to collect 4 different dinosaurs from the 
centre of the Game Board, matching the dinosaurs on your Player Card. Dinosaurs are 
collected by performing the activities on the Game Board and answering the questions on 
the ‘Question Mark’ cards.

Set up:
Assemble all the dinosaur play pieces with their stands and put them in the centre of the 
board. Each player choses a coloured Dinosaur Squeak Character Pawn and places it on one 
of the four corners (Start) of the Game Board.

Shuffle the ‘Question Mark’ cards and place face down on the designated space on the board.

How to play:
The youngest player goes first. On their turn the player spins the spinner. The 
player moves their Dinosaur Squeak Character Pawn the number of spots on the 
spinner in a clockwise direction around the board, following the footprints. 
Each player must collect Dinosaur Roar! The Tyrannosaurus rex first 
before collecting the other dinosaurs on their Player Card.

Contents:

DINOSAURS 
GALORE! 

Board Game

  Game Board

  Spinner

  16 Dinosaur pieces and stands

  4 x Character Pawns and stands

  24 x ‘Question Mark’ cards

  Pronunciation Guide
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If the player lands on one of the following spots, they must perform an activity:

Dinosaur ROAR spot:
If on their turn a player lands on a ‘Dinosaur ROAR’ spot, they 
must make the loudest Roarrrr! they can make. If they do this, 
they can collect a dinosaur piece from the centre of the board 
and place it on their Player Card.

Question Mark spot:
If on their turn a player lands on a ‘Question Mark’ spot, the 
player to their right  must look at the top card from the Question 
Mark card pile on the board and read out the question. Ask a 
grown up to read the question if you need help. If the player 
answers the question correctly they can collect a dinosaur piece 
from the centre of the board and put it on their Player Card.  

Name a Dinosaur spot:
If a player lands on a ‘Name a Dinosaur’ spot, they must name a 
dinosaur (e.g. Triceratops). Once a dinosaur has been named by a 
player, the other players cannot name the same dinosaur. They 
must remember what others said and say a different dinosaur 
name (e.g. Stegosaurus).

Dinosaur SNAP spot:
If on their turn a player lands on a ‘Dinosaur SNAP’ spot, they 
must put one of their dinosaur play pieces back on the board. If 
they don’t have any dinosaur play pieces they must miss a go.

Start spot and Footprint spots:
Relax. No activity needs to be performed.

Once the player has performed an activity, his or her turn is over and play passes to the left.

Winning the Game:
Once a player has collected all the dinosaurs on their Player Card they must race back to 
their Start spot. The first player to fill their Player Card and get back to their Start spot wins 
the game and must make a loud Roarrrr! sound.

Cooperative Game Play:
Cooperative gameplay encourages all the players to work together to achieve success in the 
game. If you choose this option, players must work together to collect 8 dinosaurs from the 
centre of the Game Board and complete their Cooperative Game Play Card. The same rules 
apply as above but the Players are working together as a team in order to complete the game.

In order to play as a team, only the 8 dinosaurs featured on the Cooperative Game Play Card 
need to be placed in the centre of the Game Board at the beginning of the game.
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